‘Tai Chi is the art of alignment of
mind, body, heart, intention and
inner vision.’
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Issue One
Welcome to our first printed newsletter!
Tai Chi is one of the best ways of relaxing the body and focussing the
mind - in essence a martial art and form of moving meditation that can
help us become deeply calm. Even after 20 years, the practise of Tai
Chi never fails to surprise, intrigue and inspire me in new and wonderful
ways. There seems to be no end to the process of discovery - so rich in
this amazing art.
I’d like to thank you for your interest in our Tai Chi classes and courses.
It’s very inspiring to know that our classes are now spread across the
south of England and growing. Inside this issue we have some great
articles by some of our teachers including a really insightful article on
letting go by Luke Shepherd. We also have some great contributions
from Sue Riddett, Mike Potter, Bob Harrisson Daniels and Dorothy
Berry-Lound. At the back you’ll see information on our upcoming
workshops and events which we hope you will consider coming too.
The next issue is out in the February and we are looking for an article
on first impressions of Tai Chi, so if you remember your first lesson
or experience of Tai Chi, we’d love to hear from you.
With best wishes,
Matthew
Matthew Rochford
Director.
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Tai Chi Nation are a group of
teachers and students dedicated
to Tai Chi and Qigong. Our
common goal is to bring the
benefits of the arts to as many
as people as possible and to
do so with heartfelt inegrity.
Collectively, Tai Chi Nation offer
a range of workshops, classes and
courses that aim to inspire and
benefit people across the world.
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The Art of Letting Go - by Luke Shepherd
Letting go is a central idea to the

The third aspect is that of letting go of

internal practice of Tai Chi. Noticing

erroneous thoughts. The enticement of

that release is possible and how to

the mind to follow and become engaged

actually melt into alignment become

with thoughts can be broken through

part of the internal training. First in

careful observation and understanding

the form and subsequently in our daily

of the deeper workings of awareness

lives and interactions.

and intention. This is well documented in
many traditions involved with meditation

Letting go can be focussed in three

practices and there can be much to gain

distinct areas each of which plays an

from looking into different teachings

important role. The first most noticeable

on the subject. For example “finding the

in the training of Tai Chi are the

source of the mind” is described in the

physical aspects. The letting go of any

writings of Sri Ramana Maharshi as

unnecessary physical holding. Tension

a way to describe the deeper aspects

Luke Shepherd is a student of

(contraction) is necessary to move the

of the mind.

internationally renowned teacher

body. However, through investigation we

Patrick Kelly and has been
practicing Tai Chi since 1981.
Between 1995 and 1999 Luke ran
the Rising Dragon Cardiff Branch

find out how much is necessary to move

In Tai Chi training the focus becomes

the body, just enough, not excessive

the awareness of what is actually

contraction. The movement can flow

taking place in us right here and now.

onwards when this necessary contraction

As training develops, more emphasis

is subsequently released.The awareness

is placed upon the method of looking

of how we use too much force and then

for the deepest of true sensations (not

becoming one of the schools

how this force is stored in the body

imaginary) to guide the mind towards

senior teachers holding 12 classes

can be understood through awareness

recognition of its true state or “source”.

a week. During that period he

of the sensations taking place in the

studied Qigong and BuQi with the

body, moment by moment. This involves

Tai Chi is passed on through a mixture of

dropping the superficial thinking mind

elements of infusion, personal practice

and picking up sensations at, or deeper

and self enquiry. Infusion is the key in the

than the level of the movement sensors

early years in order to develop a good

within the body.

level of interest and personal practice

late Dr Shen Hong Xun.
Luke left Rising Dragon and
moved to Devon in 1999 where he

that can break the cycle of negativity

set up Open Palm Tai Chi to share

The second area is that of the emotions.

such as habitual excuses not to engage

his passion for Tai Chi. Since that

Letting go of unnecessary emotions

with the deeper aspects of ourselves.

time he has trained the internal

results in calmness. This cannot be

I always hear students talk of “not having

aspects of body and mind, under

forced or a false front of acting as

the time” to practice.There will never

the guidance of Patrick.

if one is calm prevails. However, it can

be the time. The time has to be made

be developed through the simplicity of

and the practice valued.

Luke divides his time between
teaching Tai Chi, his personal
training, and his work as a
sculptor and bronze caster.

resting in the moment and remembering
or being aware of a larger view of one’s
circumstances. In training, this equates
to being aware of the energy field within
and around the body. However, once

His current project is i-Chi,

a strong emotion “grips” the body,

through which he offers an

it is often too late to talk of letting go.

authentic online Tai Chi training

Perhaps more a case of riding it out the

course. Luke is also a Tai Chi

best we can!

Nation Director.

“Letting go of
unnecessary
emotions results
in calmness”
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Tai Chi Qigong (Shi Ba Shi) Movements:
1. Tai Chi Start

First Impressions by Bob Harrison Daniels
I have always been interested
in Asian countries but mainly
China and Japan because of their
magnificent history and culture, so
our paths would have met sooner
or later. My first contact with
Tai Chi was in 1986 at the age of
21, when I travelled to China.
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After a long and arduous journey
on the Trans Siberian Railway,
complete with stomach ache and
extreme fatigue, we arrived in
Bejing with its many parks full
of people practising Tai Chi or
playing Majhong. Watching the
Tai Chi practitioners’ in the parks
I felt spellbound and the calmness
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This is one of the simplest Shi Ba Shi

as we sink we breathe out. We focus the

(pronounced “sher baa sher”) exercises

mind on the sensations of movement and

and is also the first movement of the 24

can, if we wish lightly focus on the Lao

Posture Tai Chi Form and very similar

Gong acupuncture point in the centre of

to the opening movement of the 37

the palm.

Posture Short Form.
The most important thing is to pay

and focus in the movements
seemed to make time stand still.
The sense of concentration and
energy that pervaded the Tai Chi
practitioners was palpable.
This initial experience of
Tai Chi is what inspired me to
begin practicing.

We begin by standing in an upright,

attention to the sensations of the

stable and relaxed posture as in fig1 with

movement until the mind becomes calm

the knees slightly bent and the feet under

and peaceful. As the mind becomes

Bob is a Tai Chi Nation Instructor

the shoulders. As we breathe in we lift

more focussed we can then focus more

based in North Devon, he teaches

from the feet and a wave of movement

attention on softening and relaxing the

lifts the arms to about shoulder height.

legs, lower back, shoulders and arms so

in Cornwall and Devon.

We then relax the body and sink down

the movement becomes more fluid and

- relaxing the legs, lower back and

the body more stable.

shoulders. As we lift we breathe in and

About Tai Chi Qigong (Shi Ba Shi)
Stillness within Movement.

of Tai Chi and Qigong the set provides

Our Shi Ba Shi was originally taught

an accessible way to enjoy moving

to Matthew Rochford by Alan Higgins

Shi Ba Shi means 18 movements and

meditation in a relatively easy way. It can

(a student of Michael Tse) in the

refers to a set of Qigong (Chi Kung)

be practised with a focus in acupuncture

early 1990’s.

exercises created in the late 1970’s/

points or according to more overtly

early 80’s by Masters He Weiqi and

Tai Chi principles.

Lin Hou Sheng. Combining elements
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My Tai Chi Journey - by Sue Riddett

Sue competed her Tai Chi Nation

For me Tai Chi has brought about a deep

in situations, looking at how sometimes

change in the way I live my life, how I

maybe my expectation’s, actions and

think and feel, and some awareness of

words could have an adverse effect.

how what I do affects the people around

I learnt that standing back and taking

me. Tai Chi eventually found me at a

a moment or two to think things over

low point in my life. From the first time I

or just let things be, helped me to go

anended a class I found an unexplainable

some way to seeing things from the

beauty and peace as I tried to practice

perspective of another: a little bit like in

the movements. I realised quite quickly

pushing hands practice.

that out of the many things that could

Instructor training in 2009. She

enable me to find peace in everyday

In conclusion there is much to learn

lives and works in Herts, though

living, this was the one.

from the beautiful practice of Tai Chi if a
person is open to looking into the depth

is originally a West Country girl
from Somerset. She teaches Tai
Chi in a special needs secondary
school, where the kids love it
almost as much as she does. Sue
has also just acquired a job for the
Surrey Adult Education Service,

I learnt as my practice deepened that

of wisdom that is held within it. Tai chi

everything I needed was inside of me

practice is a personal and individual thing

and through these gentle but powerful

of which people take what they need.

movements a gradual awareness of my
body, thoughts and spirit began to take

For me it is the dance of life, ever

place. Most importantly I realised I could

unfolding and changing; a journey with

make choices about almost everything.

no end, a very special gift that we can

teaching special needs adults.

share , whilst we ourselves are still

Training with Matthew for over

Many times in life we blame others

travelling the beautiful road, continually

3 years, Sue also trains with

for our sadness and troubles. We

gaining insight and just maybe helping

Paul Ruddick.

sometimes have expectations that

others discover their own path too.

“I aim to teach with love,

people at times find it hard to live up to.
I found myself taking a step back

Peace and best wishes in Tai Chi.

gentleness, compassion, and
an open heart so that others
may experience a little peace,
tranquility and acceptance

Chinese Medicine • Yong Quan;
Gushing Spring - by Mike Potter

of themselves, as they continue
on their own special walk
through life”
Mike is a highly experienced
Acupuncturist and Herbalist.
Mike has served on the
Accreditation Committee of the
British Acupuncture Accreditation

Tai Chi and acupuncture share much

Tai Chi practitioners of rooting, where we

in common. Many of the areas/points

connect ourselves to the ground

taught to Tai Chi practitioners are also

to maintain stability and power; the soles

used therapeutically by acupuncturists.

of the feet, Yong Quan being the point

One of the classic examples is the Yong

of contact.

Quan point, on the sole of the foot.
This usually translates as Gushing or
Bubbling Spring. According to Chinese
cosmology we stand between Earth and

Board and is a member of

Heaven (Yin and Yang), so that Yin Qi

the British Acupuncture

rises up out of the ground, through Yong

Council(BAcC) and the Register of

Quan, to vitalise and nourish our bodies;

Chinese Herbal Medicine (RCHM).

hence the name.

He currently teaches
at Westminster University
and on the Tai Chi Nation
Instructor Course.

Yong Quan is also the first point on
the Kidney meridian. The kidneys are
referred to as the ‘roots of life’, and this
resonates with the process familiar to
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Meet the Instructor - by Dorothy Berry-Lound
How long have you been practising

alignment when climbing stairs or lifting

Tai Chi?

shopping out of the car. I don’t practise

I had several attempts over the years

every day by any means – my knees

to learn a form of Tai Chi but for one

won’t let me do too much so I tend to

reason or another (usually health though

save myself for my classes. I do a lot

occasionally I did not connect with the

of visualisation of the form which I find

instructor) I kept getting horribly behind

helpful, particularly before I go to sleep.

in class and then dropped out. I did

By this I mean actually visualising myself

some 8 posture Tai Chi Qigong training

going through the form from beginning

with an instructor in Herefordshire which

to end. In this way, I am using my brain

I really enjoyed and then went to the

to create new pathways in order that the

Hill that Breathes in Italy for a week

form becomes more familiar, stimulating

of Tai Chi training Matthew Rochford.

those pathways in my brain, so that the

That got me hooked, and in 2008 I did

movements become more ‘automatic’.

the Foundation Certificate with Tai Chi

Obviously, the learning experience is

Nation and then went on to the Instructor

most effective when accompanied by the

training which I completed in early 2011.

physical experience, but for me, pure
visualisation of the movements is equally

Dorothy Berry Lound is a qualified

What is the most important aspect of

as valid a form of exercise (energetically)

Tai Chi Nation Instructor and

Tai Chi to you?

as I feel the energy move around me

teaches classes in the Lago

Definitely the health benefits. I have

during the visualisation, just as when I

several auto immune diseases, one

do the moves physically. Obviously, this

Trasimeno area of Umbria. Weekly

of which is Sjogrens Syndrome which

doesn’t have the physical benefits of

causes all sorts of joint problems and

building lower body strength etc, but it

a form of arthritis. Another is Hughes

still contributes to lowering my blood

Syndrome which causes another set of

pressure, reducing stress etc. It works

problems entirely including the risk of

for me!

Qi Gong and Tai Chi short form
classes and practice sessions are
held at her centre “Il Loto Puro”,
which means The Pure Lotus.
Dorothy also provides the ‘wake

stroke and symptoms similar to Multiple
Sclerosis. When I started to learn Tai

Do you have any personal goals with

up and stretch, get your bits

Chi with Matthew I was regularly using

Tai Chi?

moving, and start the day with

a walking stick . At that time I regularly

To continue to practise as long as my

stumbled and fell over a lot, and was

body will let me and to be able to pass

Tai Chi and Qi Gong’ element

always covered in bruises. Since I

on what I know to others.

started to practise Tai Chi the falling over

for other people who run weekly
cookery, ceramics, art or other
classes locally. She also provides

has largely disappeared. This is what

Who or what inspires your practice?

made me want to become an Instructor

I have never been a great one for role

– I wanted to pass the health benefits to

models! I tend to look inside myself

hire holiday properties in the

others like me.

for inspiration rather than relying on

local area.

short term classes for people who

others. Originally my inspiration was
In your experience, how does the

my improving health as a result of the

Dorothy is particularly interested

practise of Tai Chi integrate into

practise. Now I would say my students

daily life?

are my inspiration – I love seeing them

in the health benefits of Qi Gong

In addition to the above, Tai Chi has

suddenly ‘get’ a part of a form. I also

given me a heightened awareness of how

have some students with severe health

my body is moving and interacts with its

problems, including one with Parkinsons

surroundings. I often find myself standing

and to see their courage in trying to

in a relaxed tai chi stance whilst in

learn tai chi and help improve their own

queues, particularly helpful at the airport!

circumstances pushes me forward in my

I am also much more aware of body

own practise.

and Tai Chi, as she has learnt
to adapt to living with a variety
of auto immune diseases and
has seen first hand the benefits of
regular practiceing.
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INSTRUCTOR TRAINING OPEN DAY
2nd February 2013
11am to 4pm
£40
This event will allow you to find our more

Upcoming workshops
All at Dartington Hall, Totnes, Devon.
Please book via the website or call us for more information.
FIRST STEPS FOR BEGINNERS AND IMPROVERS
23rd, 24th, 25th November

about the training course, try the content

This weekend will be a comprehensive exploration of the Shibashi (18 movement)

and meet the teachers. It will help you

Qigong set and the 24 Posture Compact Tai Chi Form. It will give a great grounding

answer any questions you have about

in each of these arts. Whether a total beginner or more experienced this is a rare

the course and gain insight into how the

chance to learn and practice this amazingly beneficial Qigong sequence in depth

course works on a practical level.

under the eyes of experienced teachers of this art and Chinese Medicine.
The Compact Tai Chi form is an ideal beginner’s Form that contains within it some

The next intake for the actual course is

essential principles of Tai Chi. It is accessible and this weekend provides the

April 2013.

chance to begin learning it in detail or to revisit it and improve your practice with
clear guidance and instruction. Either way the chi will flow and you will enjoy
the many benefits.
Teachers: Joe Salmon and Mike Potter.
Prices:
Whole weekend: £90 | Friday: £12 | Saturday: £42 | Sunday: £42
Timings:

TAI CHI NATION
Room DS026
Dartington Space
Dartington Hall
Totnes

Friday: 7pm - 9pm | Saturday: 10am - 5pm | Sundays: 10am - 5pm
ANYTHING GOES
7th, 8th, 9th December
This weekend will cover the whole syllabus including the 24 and 37 Forms, Sword,
Qigong, Chinese Medicine and Partner Exercises. It is designed for all levels from

Devon TQ9 6EN

complete beginner to advanced and will feature tailored input depending on what

Phone: 01803 864 160

giving you workshops that can really support you to get the most from the weekend.

you wish to learn. This is possible as we will have more than one teacher involved -

Mobile: 07717 172 691

Teachers: Matthew Rochford, Chris Waters, Joe Salmon, Mike Potter

www.taichination.com
www.thisisichi.com

Chinese Medicine, Daoyin and Self Massage, 5 Loosening Exercises, 37 Short Form,

(i-Chi free online taster course)
Search for us on Facebook, Twitter
and YouTube

Covering (choose from): 24 Posture Compact Form, Shi Ba Shi (Tai Chi Qigong),
Partner Work, Chinese Medicine, Tai Chi Jian (16 and 32 Movement Form).
Pricing:
Whole weekend: £90 | Friday: £12 | Saturday: £42 | Sunday: £42
Timings:
Friday: 7pm - 9pm | Saturday: 10am - 5pm | Sunday: 10am - 5pm
RELAX, SINK, EMPTY - USING INTENTION IN TAI CHI
8th, 9th and 10th February 2013
The prime focus of the training over the weekend will be on understanding subtle
muscle changes instigated by “yi” or deep mind intention. Being stable and relaxed
are prerequisites for Tai Chi and give far reaching benefits for our daily life.
The training methods to refine stability demand a lucid understanding of subtle
changes inside the body and mind, not simply movements or postures.
The teacher will be Luke Shepherd.
For intermediate and advanced students of any style.
Prices:
Whole weekend: £100 | Fridays: £15 | Saturday: £45 | Sunday: £45
Timings
Friday: 7pm - 9pm | Saturday: 10am - 5pm | Sunday: 10am - 5pm
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